Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) have been widely used to deal with sequence learning problems. The input-dependent transition function, which folds new observations into hidden states to sequentially construct fixed-length representations of arbitrary-length sequences, plays a critical role in RNNs. Based on single space composition, transition functions in existing RNNs often have difficulty in capturing complicated long-range dependencies. In this paper, we introduce a new Multi-zone Unit (MZU) for RNNs. The key idea is to design a transition function that is capable of modeling multiple space composition. The MZU consists of three components: zone generation, zone composition, and zone aggregation. Experimental results on multiple datasets of the character-level language modeling task and the aspect-based sentiment analysis task demonstrate the superiority of the MZU.
Introduction
Processing sequential data of variable length is a major challenge in the field of natural language processing (NLP). Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs), Long Short-term Memories (LSTMs) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber 1997) and Gated Recurrent Units (GRUs) ) in particular, have recently become one of the most popular tools to approach sequence learning tasks, such as handwriting recognition (Graves 2013) , sentiment classification (Tang et al. 2016; Wang et al. 2016) , sequence labeling (Huang, Xu, and Yu 2015; Akbik, Blythe, and Vollgraf 2018) , language modeling (Ha, Dai, and Le 2017; Zoph and Le 2017; Chung, Ahn, and Bengio 2017; Mujika, Meier, and Steger 2017; Li et al. 2018b ) and machine translation Meng and Zhang 2019) .
RNNs sequentially construct fixed-length representations of arbitrary-length sequences by folding new observations into their hidden states using an input-dependent transition operator. The hidden state h t is updated recursively using the previous hidden state h t−1 and the current input x t as h t = F (h t−1 , x t ), where F is a differentiable function with learnable parameters, such as multiplying its inputs by a matrix and squashing the result with a non-linear function Copyright c 2020, Association for the Advancement of Artificial Intelligence (www.aaai.org). All rights reserved.
for a vanilla RNN. The state transition between consecutive hidden states adds a new input to the summary of previous ones. However, this procedure of constructing a new summary from the combination of the previous one and the new input in conventional RNNs only bases on a single space composition, which often has difficulty in capturing complicated long-range dependencies, to allow the hidden state to rapidly adapt to quickly changing modes of the input while still preserving a useful summary of the past.
Recent studies in neural machine translation show that it is beneficial to linearly project one single-space representation into multi-space representations and then capture useful information from these different representation spaces, e.g., the multi-head attention (Vaswani et al. 2017; Chen et al. 2018; Meng and Zhang 2019) , which also has been verified effective for capturing multiple semantic aspects from the user utterance in generative dialogue systems (Tao et al. 2018) . Although some effective RNN extensions, e.g., GRU and LSTM, have been proposed with gating units controlling the information flow. The gating units are also generated by such kind of function (F ) based on single space composition, which is not expressive enough to capture potentially complex information for controlling the information flow.
In this paper, we thus boost the F function through modeling multiple space composition, and propose a Multi-zone Unit for Recurrent Neural Networks, named MZU. The MZU consists of three components: zone generation, zone composition, and zone aggregation. At each time step, the MZU projects the previous hidden state and the current input into multiple zones (zone generation), then conducts full interactions and compositions on these zones (zone composition), and finally aggregates them to the final representation (zone aggregation). In particular, we propose three effective approaches for the zone composition to verify the MZU. The first model exploits self-attention (Vaswani et al. 2017) to draw global dependencies on zones. The second model utilizes graph convolutional network (Kipf and Welling 2016; to perform neighborhood mixing on zones by leveraging the graph connectivity structure as a filter. The third model uses the dynamic routing algorithm (Sabour, Frosst, and Hinton 2017) to model part-whole relationships on zones. To further enhance the MZU, we propose an effective regularization objective to promote the diversity in multiple zones. The architecture of MZU is generic as standard RNNs, thus can be extended to deep MZUs.
We evaluate the MZU on 1) the challenging characterlevel language modeling task with two standard datasets, namely the well known Penn Treebank (Marcus, Marcinkiewicz, and Santorini 1993) and the larger Wikipedia dataset (text8) (Mahoney 2011) ; and 2) the aspect-based sentiment analysis (ABSA) task with two datasets of the SemEval 2014 Task 4 (Pontiki et al. 2014 in different domains. Experimental results on both tasks demonstrate the superiority of the MZU to previous competitive RNNs and its generalizability across tasks.
Our main contributions are three-fold: • We propose a new and generic Multi-zone Unit for RNNs, along with three effective approaches for the zone composition. • To further enhance the MZU, we propose an effective regularization objective to promote the diversity of multiple zones. • We provide empirical and visualization analyses to reveal advantages of the MZU, e.g., capturing richer linguistic information and better long sequence processing.
Multi-Zone Unit for RNNs
Overview MZU maintains a hidden state h t to summarize past inputs at each time step t, updated as:
(1) where is an element-wise product, g t is the gate, to control the flow of information in the previous hidden state h t−1 and the candidate activation h t at the current time step, which is computed as:
(2) where x t is the input embedding at time t, and the gate g t is computed as:
where M h and M g are multi-zone transformation functions, designed for modeling multiple space composition, and their formal definitions will be described in the next section.
MZU extends the standard RNN by replacing the linear transformation (i.e., the F function) on [x t , h t−1 ] with multi-zone transformation functions, i.e. the M h and the M g in Eq.
( 2) and (3), as well as maintains a simplified gating mechanism to control the information flow. We can also design more complex gating mechanisms as GRU and LSTM to further enhance MZU.
Multi-Zone Transformation Function
The multi-zone transformation function, i.e., the M -function (in Eq. (2) (3)) is designed for enhancing both the transformation module (i.e., the candidate activation h t ) and the gating module (i.e., the g t ). The M -function only takes the embedding x t and the previous hidden state h t−1 as inputs, where x t ∈ R dx and h t−1 ∈ R d h . Figure 1 shows the framework of the M -function, which consists of three components: Zone Generation, Zone Composition, and Zone Aggregation.
Zone Generation. As in Figure 1 , we linearly project the current input and the previous hidden state into N zone vectors Z = {z 1 , z 2 , . . . , z N } parameterized with different weight matrices. Each zone z i is computed as:
where
Zone Composition. Then we conduct a multi-zone composition with fully connected interactions on Z, and output J zones O = {o 1 , o 2 , . . . , o J }, where J can be equal to N or not. In this step, zones in Z can fully interact with each other and generate new representations through our specially designed composition models. This composition can be designed flexibly, in particular, we provide three models, i.e., a self-attention based model, a graph convolutional model and a capsule networks based model, which will be formally described later.
Zone Aggregation. We further conduct a deep abstraction on the newly generated zones O, and aggregate them to the final representation in this step. In particular, we apply a position-wise feed-forward network (FFN) (Vaswani et al. 2017) to each zone o j to conduct a deep abstraction and feature extraction, and output to f j correspondingly. This consists of two linear transformations with a ReLU activation in between:
The linear transformations are the same across different zones. After that, we obtain J deeply transformed zones
Then, we aggregate the representations by concatenating these zones and conduct a linear transformation to obtain the final representation.
Models for Zone Composition
To be noticed that, how to conduct full interactions on the multiple zones Z and generate new zones O, i.e., Z → O in the "Zone Composition" (Figure 1 - (2)) is crucial. It can be flexibly designed, in this paper, we just propose three effective approaches: 1) We apply self-attention (Vaswani et al. 2017) to compute the relevance between each zone pair in Z, and generate new zones O by a weighted sum of linear transformed Z, since self-attention has been proved effective to draw global dependencies of representations on different positions.
2) We exploit Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) (Kipf and Welling 2016; to conduct interactions on zones in Z by taking the zones as nodes of a graph, and generate new zones O by absorbing information from their neighbor nodes along weighted edges. As a special form of Laplacian Smoothing (Li, Han, and Wu 2018) , GCN takes the graph connectivity structure as a filter to perform neighborhood mixing, and therefore better for zone composition.
3) We utilize the capsule networks (Hinton, Krizhevsky, and Wang 2011; Sabour, Frosst, and Hinton 2017; Hinton, Sabour, and Frosst 2018) , which have strong capabilities in representation composition and have been successfully applied to some NLP tasks (Zhao et al. 2018; Wang et al. 2018; Zhang et al. 2019) . In particular, we model part-whole relationships between the older zones Z and the new zones O to aggregate diverse and useful information from older ones Z, and achieve better representation composition through iterations of dynamic routing (Sabour, Frosst, and Hinton 2017) .
Self-attention based MZU (satMZU) We firstly project the N zones into N queries, N keys and N values of dimension d z , each with a linear transformation, parameterized with different weights. Then we compute the dot products of the query with all keys, divide each by √ d z , and apply a softmax function to obtain the weights on the values. In practice, we compute the attention function on a set of queries simultaneously, packed together into a matrix Q. The keys and values are also packed together into matrices K and O. Then the matrix of outputs is computed as:
Graph Convolutional MZU (gcnMZU) We take the N zones as N nodes and construct a graph G = (V, E), where V and E represent the sets of nodes and edges, with |V | = N and |E| = N * N , respectively. Given node z i and node z j , we use cosine to compute the semantic relevance between two nodes, as the weighted edge w ij , which is calculated by:
where · stands for the L2 norm. Then we obtain the adjacent matrix 1Ã ∈ R |V |×|V | :
The degree matrix is represented asD, whereD ii = jÃ ij . Meanwhile, we concatenate the representation of each node to a matrix Z = [z 1 , z 2 , ..., z N ] ∈ R |V |×dz . Then we obtain the new node matrix O through a layer of convolution, which has incorporated the structured interactive information, as follows:
where W g ∈ R |V |×dg is the weight matrix, and d g (we set We firstly initialize the initial logits b ij with 0, which are log prior probabilities that capsule z i should be coupled to capsule o j . And we generate the "prediction vectors"ẑ j|i from the low-level capsules as follows:
where W c ∈ R N ×J×dz×do is the weight tensor. 2 Then we aggregate information from Z and conduct representation composition to generate O, through T iterations of dynamic routing onẑ j|i . At each iteration, we firstly compute coupling coefficient c ij between low-level capsule z i and all high-level capsules, by a "softmax" on initial logits b ij , as follows:
After that we generate s j by a weighted sum overẑ j|i with coupling coefficient c ij as weights, computed as:
Then we take s j as input and output capsule o j by squashing s j as follows:
where squash(·) (Sabour, Frosst, and Hinton 2017 ) is a non-linear function to ensure that short vectors get shrunk to almost zero length and long vectors get shrunk to a length slightly below 1. Then b ij are iteratively refined by measuring the agreement (scalar product) between the current output o j and the predictionẑ j|i :
Deep Transition MZU
The MZU is generic as standard RNNs, and can be extended to any deep MZUs. Since recent studies (Pascanu et al. 2014; Barone et al. 2017; Meng and Zhang 2019) have demonstrated the superiority of deep transition RNNs over deep stacked RNNs, we extend the MZU to a more powerful deep transition MZU. The entire deep transition block is composed of one MZU cell followed by several transition MZU (t-MZU) cells at each time step. As a special case of MZU, t-MZU only has "state" as input, i.e. the embedding input of t-MZU is a zero vector. In the whole recurrent procedure, for the current time step, the "state" output of one MZU/t-MZU cell is used as the "state" input of the next t-MZU cell. And the "state" output of the last t-MZU cell for the current time step is carried over as the "state" input of the first MZU cell for the next time step.
For a t-MZU cell, each hidden state at time step t at transition depth l is computed as follows:
where the gate g l t is computed as:
where M l h and M l g are Multi-Zone Transformation functions, as described in Section .
Regularization on Multiple Zones
We expect that the representations in multiple zones of MZU are as different as possible. Thus we propose a disagreement regularization on these zones, inspired by Li et al. (2018a) . This regularization is designed to maximize the cosine distance (i.e., negative cosine similarity) between zone pairs. Our objective is to enlarge the average cosine distance among all zone pairs, computed as:
Training Objective. Taking into the regularization, the training objective of MZU is:
where m is the number of M -functions in the MZU, s is the number of inputs (e.g., tokens), L(θ) is a task specific training objective, and λ is a hyper-parameter used to balance the preference between two terms of the loss function.
Experiments
We verify the MZU on the character-level language modeling task and the aspect based sentiment analysis task.
Character-level Language Modeling
We use two standard datasets, namely the Penn Treebank (Marcus, Marcinkiewicz, and Santorini 1993) and the larger Wikipedia dataset (text8) (Mahoney 2011) . Penn Treebank. The Penn Treebank dataset is a collection of Wall Street Journal articles written in English. We follow the process procedure introduced in (Mikolov et al. 2012) , and split the data into training, validation and test sets consisting of 5.0M, 390K and 440K characters, respectively.
The Wikipedia Corpus (text8). The text8 dataset consists of 100M characters extracted from the English Wikipedia. text8 contains only alphabets and spaces, and thus we have total 27 symbols. In order to compare with other previous works, we follow the the process procedure in (Mikolov et al. 2012) , and split the data into training, validation and test sets consisting of 90M, 5M, and 5M characters, respectively.
Training Details. We train the model using Adam (Kingma and Ba 2014) with an initial learning rate of 0.001. Each update is done by using a mini-batch of 256 examples. We use the truncated backpropagation through time to approximate the gradients, setting the length to 150. The norm of the gradient is clipped with 5.0. We apply layer normalization to our models, and apply dropout to the candidate activation to avoid overfitting. The dropout rate for the Penn Treebank task and the text8 task are set to 0.5 and 0.3, respectively. The hidden size and filter size for Penn Treebank are set to 800 and 1000, respectively. And those for text8 are set to 1,536 and 3,072, respectively. The embedding size is 256. We share parameters of the M -function across different depths (i.e., the deep transition counterpart) for Penn Treebank. We measure the performance of checkpoints by evaluating bits per character (BPC) over the valid set, and make the test with the best one. BPC is the negative log-likelihood divided by natural logarithm of 2. The lower the better.
System Description. We use satMZU, gcnMZU and capMZU standing for the self-attention based MZU, the graph convolutional MZU and the capsule networks based MZU, respectively. "DT" stands for deep transition MZU MODEL SIZE BPC LSTM (Krueger et al. 2017) -1.36 Zoneout LSTM (Krueger et al. 2017) -1.27 2-Layers LSTM (Zoph and Le 2017) 6.6M 1.243 LN-HM-LSTM (Chung, Ahn, and Bengio 2017) -1.24 HyperLSTM (Ha, Dai, and Le 2017) 14.4M 1.219 NASCell (Zoph and Le 2017) 16.3M 1.214 FS-LSTM-4 (Mujika, Meier, and Steger 2017) 7.2M 1.190 res-IndRNN (Li et al. 2018b) -1.19 satMZU+DT (ours) 6.5M 1.189 gcnMZU+DT (ours) 6.4M 1.183 capMZU+DT (ours) 7.2M 1.181 -1.49 MI-LSTM -1.44 BN-LSTM (Cooijmans et al. 2017) -1.36 Zoneout LSTM (Krueger et al. 2017) -1.336 LN HM-LSTM (Chung, Ahn, and Bengio 2017) 35M 1.29 Large RHN (Zilly et al. 2017) 45M 1.27 Large mLSTM (Krause et al. 2016) 45M 1.27 satMZU+DT (ours) 32M 1.268 gcnMZU+DT (ours) 32M 1.260 capMZU+DT (ours) 41M 1.249 Transformer (Al-Rfou et al. 2018) 235M 1.13 Transformer-XL (Dai et al. 2019) 277M 1.08 From primary experiments with different settings to λ, we find setting λ > 0 (promoting to different zones) consistently improve the performance (0.005 ∼ 0.007 BPC) on both shallow and deep MZU models. While setting λ < 0 (promoting to similar zones), e.g. -0.5 or -1.0, sharply declines the performance (0.03 ∼ 0.05 BPC). This indicates modeling multi-zone transformation affects the state transition, and consequently affects the performance.
Main Results. To demonstrate that MZUs work well across datasets, we conduct experiments on a larger dataset text8. As shown in Table 2 , using even less parameters, our satMZU+DT, gcnMZU+DT and capMZU+DT outperform several previous deep RNNs, including the 10-depths Large RHN and the stacked Large mLSTM, except the recently proposed transformer-based models (Al-Rfou et al. 2018; Dai et al. 2019 ) trained with much longer context (512), deeper layers (24-layers Transformer & 64-layers Transformer-XL) and larger amount of parameters. Explicit using longer context indeed improves the performance of language modeling. While in this work, we mainly focus on boosting the transition functions (i.e., only operate on x t and h t−1 ) of RNNs. Our approaches can also be applied on transformer-based architectures, e.g for enhancing the multi-head attention.
The Number of Zones. We investigate the impact of zone numbers on MZUs, in particular, we conduct experiments with three deep MZU models (MZU+DT) on Penn Treebank. For each model, we respectively test 2, 4, 8, and 16 zones in M -functions. As the dimension of the zone is decided by the hidden size and the zone number, i.e., d z = d h /N , more zones do not lead to more parameters. As shown in Table 3 , using 4 zones achieves the best performance for all MZU models. Additionally, we observe that the satMZU is more sensitive on the number of zones, and leveraging too many zones (e.g. 8, 16) sharply declines the performance. The gcnMZU and the capMZU are more robust on modeling multiple zones, benefiting from the powerful graph convolutional structure and dynamic routing algorithm, respectively. Figure 2 : BPC of shallow (left) and deep (right) models on sequences with different lengths. The numbers on X-axis stand for sequences longer than the corresponding length (x10), e.g., 9 for sequences with (90, 120] characters. The superiority of MZUs over GRUs is more obvious on long sequences (e.g. >90).
Ablation Study. Since the M -function works on the gating module (i.e., g t ) and the transformation module (i.e., h t ), we conduct an ablation study to investigate its effects on both modules. We show results in Table 4 , where "REGULAR" stands for replacing the M -function with the regular linear transformation on [x t , h t−1 ]. As shown in Table 4, the M -function is crucial for both the gating module ("GATE") and the transformation module ("TRANS."), for both shallow ("NO-DT") and deep ("DT") MZU models, since replacing any module with the REGULAR one sharply declines the performance. We also list results 3 of GRU and deep transition GRU (Pascanu et al. 2014 ) (i.e., "DT") in Table 4 . Even with the module degeneration, our MZUs still outperform GRUs which only based on single space composition, in shallow and deep models, correspondingly.
About Length. We investigate effects of MZU models on sequences with different length, and compare them with GRU and deep transition GRU (GRU+DT) in Figure 2 . The results of shallow and deep models are in the left and right subfigure, respectively. As shown in Figure 2 , on sequences with different length, shallow and deep MZU models consistently yield better performance than the GRU and the GRU+DT, respectively. And the superiority is more obvious on long sequences (e.g., >90) for both shallow and deep MZU models, demonstrating the stronger capability for long sequence processing of the MZU.
Visualization Analysis. We conduct a visualization analysis to demonstrate the superiority of the MZU (Figure 3(b) ) over GRU (Figure 3(a) ). In particular, we compare the capMZU to GRU. We compute the relevance between each of the last five characters (i.e., 'm', 'e', 'n', 't', 's') and all characters before it. For example, the relevance between 'm' and the first character 'p' is calculated by the cosine similarity between the candidate activation (stands for the transformation at current step) of 'm' and the hidden state of 'p'. The higher the relevance, the more white of the grayscale. (i.e., 'm', 'e', 'n', 't', 's') and all characters before it, from the GRU(a) and the capMZU(b). (c) shows the zone-specific relevance result of capMZU between the last character 's' and all characters before it. The higher the relevance, the more white of the grayscale. Blue rectangles and green ellipses indicate high-relevance parts. ' ' stands for the space between two words. SENTENCE The appetizers are ok, but the service is slow.
Aspect The appetizers service Sentiment
Neutral Negative Table 5 : An example that contains different sentiment polarities towards two aspects.
From Figure 3 (a) (GRU), we can find that 1) The gray distribution is not sharply contoured; and 2) the highest relevance positions to each computed character usually occur at the nearest position to it or at positions with the same surface character, such as the boxes marked blue. In Figure 3 (b) (capMZU), the gray distribution is more sharply contoured, e.g., three regions marked by green ellipses. Additionally, it captures some philological segments, such as the suffixes "ments" and "ed", and parts of the word "inc.", which are related to the word "agreements". Furthermore, we investigate how multiple zones affect the performance, and show the zone-specific relevance between the last character 's' and all characters before it in Figure 3 (c) (capMZU). We find that different zones indeed capture different philological information. For example, "zone1" and "zone3" capture some suffixes (e.g., "ment", "ed"), "zone2" captures the same surface character 's' in long distance, and "zone4" not only captures the nearest 't' to 's', but also captures the long distance and frequent collocation "ts".
Aspect Based Sentiment Analysis
Task Description. Since RNNs are widely used for sequence modeling and classification tasks, we choose the well-known and challenging ABSA task as a case study to demonstrate the generalizability across tasks of the MZU. We test on the aspect-term based task of the domain-specific customer reviews for restaurants and laptops, each of which contains four sentiment labels (i.e., Positive, Negative, Neutral, and Conflict). For this task, the goal is to infer sentiment polarity over the aspect (i.e., the given term), which is a subsequence of the sentence. The example in Table 5 shows the customer's different attitudes towards two terms: "The appetizers" and "service". For each dataset, we follow (Xue and Li 2018; Liang et al. 2019 ) and construct a hard sub-dataset (named "HDS") by extracting from the full dataset (named "DS"). In "HDS", all sentences contain multiple aspects, each of which corresponds to a dfferent sentiment label. On this sub-dataset, we copy each sentence n times, where n is the number of aspects in a sentence.
Models. We compare our MZU with the deep transition GRU and several previous competitive systems. For the MZU, we use capMZRNN with deep transition. We take the ABSA as a sentence-level classification task. Therefore, for both GRU model and capMZRNN model, we follow (Tang et al. 2016) , and firstly encode the sentence as a standard Bi-RNN encoder does. Then we conduct mean pooling on the output hidden states to generate a sentence vector. Next we concatenate the sentence vector with the given aspect embedding (the mean of embeddings for multi-word aspects). Finally, we predict the sentiment polarity with the concatenated representation by a softmax layer.
Results. As shown in Table 6 , our implemented deep transition GRU outperforms most previous LSTM-based systems (i.e., TD-LSTM (Tang et al. 2016 ), ATAE-LSTM (Wang et al. 2016 ) and the gated CNN-based system GCAE (Xue and Li 2018) (comparable on "HDS" sub-datasets), demonstrating that our deep transition GRU is a strong baseline. When incorporating the MZU, our capMZRNN further improve the performance on multiple datasets by significant margins. These results demonstrate the superiority and generalizability of the MZU cross tasks.
Related Work
This work is inspired by the idea of processing attentions on multiple subspaces with different heads (Vaswani et al. 2017) . While different from this multi-channel style operation, we conduct fully connected interactions on multiple zones to extract useful information. In particular, we propose three effective models to conduct interactions and representation composition.
Some researchers (Pascanu et al. 2014; Zilly et al. 2017; Graves 2016; Mujika, Meier, and Steger 2017) boost the transition function with deep architectures, such as adding intermediate layers to increase the transition depth. Different from these works, we boost the performance of RNNs by modeling multiple zone composition for the transition function. Additionally, our MZU is generic and can be easily extended to deep MZUs.
Some researchers devise models to capture specific features from the processed history sequence, including incorporating an attention mechanism into LSTM cells (Zhong, Lin, and Chen 2018) or extending the GRU with a recurrent attention unit (Zhong, Yue, and Ling 2018) . Different from these works, we focus on boosting the transition function by modeling multiple zone composition, which only operates on x t and h t−1 , at each time step.
Some studies (Merity, Keskar, and Socher 2018; Brahma 2018) investigate regularization techniques for optimizing LSTM-based models, such as weight dropout, variational dropout, weight tying, temporal activation regularization, and past decode regularization. These techniques can be used to further optimize MZU-based models in the future.
Conclusion
We propose a generic Multi-zone Unit for RNNs along with three effective variants (i.e., the satMZU, the gcnMZU and the capMZU), which boost the state transition function through modeling multiple space composition. To further enhance MZUs, we propose an effective regularization objective to promote the diversity in multiple zones. Experiments on two character-level language modeling datasets show that our MZUs can automatically capture rich linguistic information and substantially improve the performance. Experimental results on the ABSA task further demonstrate the superiority and generalizability of the MZU.
